The use of video analysis for self-assessment in aerobics
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Abstract:
The goal of this work is to demonstrate how the motor imagery and video analysis can improve technical and educational aspects of the athlete in Aerobics, in which the speed and perfect execution of motor gestures is of fundamental importance. After dividing the control group and the experimental group made up of five athletes each, we have analyzed some mandatory elements for the junior A category (athletes aged 12 to 14 years). The control group is analyzed by the coach with evaluation boards, the experimental group analyzes step by step, the mistakes made evident in the video analysis trying to give, together with the coach, a new instructional strategy to enhance the motor gesture. Through the motor imagery the athlete imagines himself doing the movement previously corrected and then make the element of difficulty with the modifies mentally elaborated. Eighty % of the athletes in the experimental group increased their score from 0.1 to 0.3, while athletes in the control group improved 0.1. It is evident that the self-assessment with video analysis and a good practice of motor imagery can even increase minimum scores that are sometimes essential to win a competition.
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Introduction
In Aerobic Gymnastics the introduction of video analysis is of fundamental importance because the elements of difficulty are performed quickly and the coach during the training – in order to analyze them in detail – needs support of the video to slow down, analyze it step by step and identify the mistakes made during the performance. The Aerobic Gymnastics is the ability to perform continuous complex movement patterns originate from traditional aerobic exercises, high intensity, in perfect integration with the accompaniment of music (Code of Scores, 2012). Given the complexity and the speed with which one performs the technical elements of Aerobic Gymnastics, the introduction of video analysis is essential for a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of athletes’ performance during training. "The performance analysis can allow the analysis and careful explanation of the evolution of a dynamic and historical motor and sports phenomenon ” (Hughes and Bartlett, 2002). "The notational analysis is used by technicians to have an objective analysis of the performance. Tactics, technique and individual movements can be analyzed helping technicians and athletes to re-evaluate their performance and gain advantage during competition "(Hughes and Franks, 2004). Finally, with the motor imagery the analyzed athletes will imagine themselves performing the action of the motor gesture just displayed with the video analysis trying to correct the error in mind, schedule and execute the item properly. Experimental studies have demonstrated the validity of motor imagery in motor learning, defined as a dynamic study during which the subject mentally simulates an action, there is a reactivation of kinesthetic memory allowing you to "relive" the experience of movement. It is a complex cognitive process that encloses the various steps: motor observation, the motor image and motor execution. The motor imagery allows to imagine a movement of a body part without being actually move. There are two modes: the first-person perspective, in which the subject imagines himself performing a movement trying to feel the kinesthetic and motor sensations, and the third-person perspective in which the subject imagines another person performing the movement focusing the attention to the visual-motor aspects (Napolitano et al. 2012). According to Sanders, the motor imagery, in conjunction with a limited practice, leads to the same levels of performance obtained with the continuous physical practice (Napolitano 2012). The aim is to explore the new way for monitoring and self-evaluation, step by step, throughout an alternative approach that involves the athletes and trainer in a same process on two different point of view. In the same time, it could be empirically investigated the motor skills in different approach on motor control and learning (Tursi 2013) following the specific aspects of each sports discipline.

Materials and Methods
Given the abundance of the elements of difficulties in Aerobic Gymnastics Code of Points, we will focus a required element for the category junior A (athletes aged 12 to 14 years). The athletes that we will consider are 4 and each of them practices this sport for about two years. We will divide the athletes into two groups: the experimental group, consisting of 2 athletes, will be evaluated with the video analysis and the
practice of motor imagery, and the control group will continue its evaluation always with the video analysis and through the compilations of forms by the coach but without reviewing the video and mistakes. The experimental group once analyzed the video of their performance and after identifying the error (motor observation), with the help of the coach will start to imagine himself (first-person perspective of the image motor) performing the gesture and centering the attention to the error committed on their own and trying to correct kinesthetic mentally. Once imagined, the athlete can perform the movement by making changes in the way they have been developed in mind (motor execution). The control group will perform the same element but with the difference that it will be analyzed only by the coach without special references to the athlete on the mistakes made. The element taken into consideration is \( \frac{1}{2} \) \( \frac{1}{2} \) tuck jump, an element belonging to the group of aerobic jumps in which the athlete must perform a 360° turn and during the flight must raise both knees to the chest in the collection position. The evaluation will be 20 in 2 hours of training 3 times a week.

Results

The results highlight errors commonly present during the execution of this element. All athletes at the beginning of the experimental project showed common errors, that is, the failure to achieve the knees to the chest, not the completeness of the 360° turn at the beginning and at the end of the jump, misalignment of the arms of the shoulders in the preparation phase the jump. After analyzing both groups, we see that the experimental group has improved much faster compared to the control group, because the experimental athletes have found improvements already in its fifth assessment, while for the same improvements the control group will have to wait for the tenth assessment. The tables below highlight a series of improvements to both attest the validity of the video analysis during aerobic workouts and demonstrate how a good practice of motor imagery may increase even more these results. The experimental group has in fact increased his score with the introduction of observation imagery on first-person. While the control group improved by a few tenths compared to the beginning, the experimental group has doubled and in some cases tripled their score.

In the first tables are reported the results that the coach scored with video analysis in the case of an athlete in the experimental group and the results obtained from an athlete of the control group without video analysis comparing then with a histogram of the improvements obtained from both groups. Instead in the other tables are reported the results obtained by the two groups evaluated both with the video analysis with the introduction of motor imagery in the first group.

Table 1. First and last assessment with video analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of difficulty</th>
<th>Value of difficulty</th>
<th>Score from 0 to 10</th>
<th>Deduction</th>
<th>TOT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 tuck jump 1/2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – First and last assessment with video analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of difficulty</th>
<th>Value of difficulty</th>
<th>Score from 0 to 10</th>
<th>Deduction</th>
<th>TOT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 tuck jump 1/2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Evaluation with video analysis and motor imagery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of difficulty</th>
<th>Value of difficulty</th>
<th>Score from 0 to 10</th>
<th>Deduction</th>
<th>TOT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 tuck jump 1/2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of difficulty</td>
<td>Value of difficulty</td>
<td>Score from 0 to 10</td>
<td>Deduction</td>
<td>TOT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 tuck jump 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Discussion and Conclusions**

The results highlight the important aspects that very often in sports, and in particular in Aerobics, are ignored: the introduction of video analysis and ecological approach by motor imagery during workouts. Often people think that all this can only be a waste of time that takes away space for the preparation of athletes. These findings are an example of how one might proceed in this direction having the same results, sometimes even better, than those who train continuously without video support.

The athlete of the experimental group improved by 0.20 compared to the first evaluation, while the athlete evaluated without video analysis has improved only by 0.10 and less rapidly than the experimental athlete.

Also a good practice of motor imagery has allowed the experimental athlete further improve by increasing the score of another 0.10. Experimental studies have demonstrated the validity of motor imagery in motor learning. A good practice can lead to the same results of hours of training. It is interesting to be able to continue the study of other athletes in the senior category to see whether the video analysis and the motor imagery are effective also for the evaluation of elements with greater values than those analyzed so far. Given the complexity of the elements of aerobics and the speed at which they run, the introduction of video analysis and motor imagery is essential in order to bring clear improvements in the method of evaluation of technical training, of the judges in the contest and athletes who reach greater awareness of their errors and greater mastery of their movements through motor imagery. Traditionally, the trainer is the unique subject to evaluate and assess the performance. New technology together new scientific paradigm on motor control and learning can open a new perspective on sport science. Particularly, the athletes should be always involved in training process and monitoring and evaluating will be a good practices of everybody take part in training.
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